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ABSTRACT 

The point of this work is to analyze the execution of various grouping procedures. A dengue malady can make extreme harms the general public. Consequently, it 

is basic to foresee a dengue malady ahead of time to minimalize the harm and misfortune brought about by the ailment. The clinical records kept up are a pool of 

data with respect to the tainted patients. By keeping this voluminous information we can anticipate the future events of the infection prior and safe gatekeeper the 

general population. Dengue the worldwide issue is basic in excess of 110 nations. Dengue contamination has jeopardized 2.5 billion populaces all around the globe. 

Consistently there are 50 million individuals who experience the ill effects of it all around. Dengue fever is a vector borne sickness brought about by the female 

Aedes Aegypti and Aedes Albopictus mosquitoes which adjust well to human conditions. Information mining is a notable system utilized by wellbeing associations 

for order and forecast of infections. 

Index Terms: Data mining,  Support vector machine,  Weka library, IDE Net beans, UCI repository dataset. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The dengue disease accounts to be the leading cause of death worldwide. It is difficult for medical practitioners to predict the dengue disease as it is a 

complex task that requires experience and knowledge. Data mining enable the health sector to predict patterns in the dataset. Analyze the dengue disease 

dataset available from the UCI machine learning with the aim of developing accurate prediction models for dengue disease using data mining techniques. 

The collected dataset was investigated with Weka library and Net Beans IDE and a decision tree is produced using Fisher Filtering and classification is 

done effectively with Support Vector Machine. Sequential minimal optimization applied in this research for predicting dengue disease. The research 

result of SMO shows better prediction accuracy than the existing system. 

Several research works has been carried out for first outbreak highlights the geographic expansion of Dengue hemorrhagic fever [6][10] in Bangladesh, 

where classic dengue fever caused by multiple serotypes had been reported using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) foranti-dengue antibodies 

confirmed the case as Dengue hemorrhagic fever. 

In [3] intelligent outlier detection algorithm (IODA)was developed to treat a time series as an image and segments the image into clusters of interest, such 

as ‘‘nominal data’’ and ‘‘failure mode’’ clusters. The algorithm customs density clustering techniques to identify sequences of coincident 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Dengue is a threatening disease caused by female mosquitos. It is typically found in widespread hot regions. From long periods of time, experts are trying 

to find out some of features on dengue disease so that user can rightly categorize patients because different patients require different types of treatment. 

For properly categorizing the dataset, different classification techniques are used. These techniques are Naïve Bayesian, REP Tree, Random tree, J48. 

The algorithm C4.5 has classified only undesirable effect of changing a dengue patient’s existing test data groups, potentially undoing the patient’s own 

manual efforts in organizing the history. It involves a high computational cost, have to repeat a large number of attribute test data group similarity 

computations for every new test data. C4.5 helps to extract dengue disease prediction suffer from scalability. It is imperative to address the scalability 

issue. Connections in dengue prediction are not homogeneous. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Methods that can accurately predict dengue disease are greatly needed and good prediction techniques can help to predict dengue disease more accurately. 

In this system, it used two feature selection methods, forward selection and backward selection, to remove irrelevant features for improving the results 

of dengue disease prediction. The results demonstrate that highlight decrease is valuable for enhancing the prescient exactness and thickness is 

insignificant component in the dataset where the information had been recognized on full field advanced mammograms gathered at the UCI Repository. 

Also, choice tree, bolster vector machine—successive negligible enhancement (SVM-SMO) and their groups were connected to tackle the dengue ailment 

demonstrative issue trying to anticipate results with better execution. The outcomes build up that outfit classifiers are more precise than a solitary classifier.  

The proposed structure SMO dependent on infection forecast is appeared to be compelling in tending to this expectation. The structure proposes a novel 

method for system grouping: first, catch the inactive affiliations of on-screen characters by extricating ailment forecast dependent on system network, 

and next, apply surviving information mining strategies to order dependent on the removed expectation.  

In the underlying investigation, measured quality boost was utilized to remove malady forecast. The prevalence of this system over other agent social 

learning techniques has been confirmed with dengue forecast dengue information. 

IV. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

To discover a component of subset of size m which contains the most educational highlights. The two well performing highlight determination calculations 

on the dataset are quickly sketched out underneath.  

Highlight decrease applies a mapping of the multidimensional space into a space of lower measurements. Highlight extraction incorporates highlights 

development, space dimensionality decrease, inadequate portrayals, and highlight determination every one of these procedures are ordinarily utilized as 

preprocessing to machine learning and insights undertakings of expectation, including design acknowledgment.  

The component space having diminished highlights really adds to grouping that cuts preprocessing costs and limits the impacts of the topping marvel in 

characterization. Along these lines enhancing the general execution of classifier based interruption location frameworks. SVM is a direct change with 

straight ortho typical premise vectors; it tends to be communicated by an interpretation and turn. 

V. FEATURE REDUCTION BY SEQUENTIAL MINIMAL OPTIMIZATION   

Order is the sort of information mining, which manages the dangerous things by perceiving and identifying highlights of disease, among patients and 

gauge what method indicates top execution. Highlight decrease applies a mapping of the multidimensional space into a space of lower measurements. 

Highlight extraction incorporates highlights development, space dimensionality decrease, inadequate portrayals, and highlight determination every one 

of these methods are regularly utilized as preprocessing to machine learning and measurements assignments of expectation, including design 

acknowledgment. Albeit such issues have been handled by analysts for a long time, there has been as of late a restored enthusiasm for highlight extraction. 

The component space having decreased highlights really Contributes to order that cuts preprocessing costs and limits the impacts of the 'cresting marvel' 

in characterization. In this way enhancing the general execution of classifier based interruption recognition frameworks. The ordinarily utilized 

dimensionality decrease techniques incorporate administered methodologies, for example, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), unsupervised ones, for 

example, SMO, and extra ghostly and complex learning strategies. It changes over a lot of perceptions of potentially related factors into a lot of estimations 

of directly uncorrelated factors called foremost parts. The quantity of main parts is not exactly or equivalent to the quantity of unique factors. Consider 

the two dimensional cases then the fundamental rule of this change. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This expectation gives the determination of least qualities by giving forecast and order of informational index with the help of Sequential Minimal 

Optimization and in this way this produces better precision in the forecast of dengue sickness. 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPES 

High effectiveness of the proposed algorithms in capturing test data relevance. 

• Test data reformulation graph and the test data click graph into a single graph that it refer to as the test data fusion graph, and by expanding 

the test data set when classification relevance occur 

• Also include other patient id 

• High Relevance Measure 

• Good classification and prediction accuracy 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 The infection rates of Aedes Aegypti mosquito increases morbidity rate hencethe  choice tree is created with the Aegypti rate as the root hub and 

counteract further events. The forecast of dengue disease completed utilizing Weka library and information mining systems, for example, Sequential 

Minimal Optimization, choice tree and Support Vector Machine. This analysis can fill in as a vital instrument for doctors to anticipate hazardous cases 

in the training and exhort appropriately. This model predicts the dengue ailment by diminishing the highlights in the informational index and group them 

with better precision. Subsequently the prescient exactness dictated by SMO characterization calculation proposes that parameters utilized are dependable 

markers to anticipate the nearness of dengue maladies. 
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